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1-Introduction
Runaway electrons in tokamaks have been widely studied theoretically and
experimentally. Measured runaway confinement time in ohmic and additionally heated
tokamak plasmas, seems to have an anomalous behaviour [1, 2]. For instance in the
ohmically heated TJ-I tokamak the expected valué for runaway confinement time from
neoclassical model, is about 7 ms and the corresponding valué of the energy is about 3.5
MeV, for a valué of the plasma voltage V p =4 V. In contrast, experimental results show that
runaway confinement time and energy do not exceed 2.5 ms and 1.5 MeV, respectively for
that voltage [3]. Experimental data also show a runaway confinement dependence on B T and
different tendencies at low densities. All these facts seem to indícate that runaway losses are
driven by some mechanism which has not been considered in the neoclassical model.
Magnetic fluctuations have been pointed out as the underlying mechanism to explain
runaway5 losses [1]. More recently, diffusion coefficient for runaway electrons has been
experimentally studied in this frame for the TEXT tokamak using a vertical magnetic field for
plasma displacement, or an external magnetic field producing a stochastic magnetic field at
the edge [4], both techniques based on earlier work by Zweben et al., Barnes and Strachan
[5,6]. In RTP tokamak at FOM [7], electrón cyclotron emission has been used to estímate
diffusion coefficient of suprathermal electrons in ECRH discharges. In JET the result from
"Fast Electron Bremsstrahlung" (FEB) diagnostic has shown the consistency of sawtooth
crashes, generated by LH waves, with a diffusion mechanism based on magnetic
stochasticity [8,9]. In ASDEX [10] electrón confinement time has been used to infer %&
from the e-folding decay of hard X-ray (HXR) flux. In the former case a non perturbative
method was used to deduce the strength and correlation length of magnetic fluctuations from
high energy runaway electrons.
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Internally induced sawteeth in HXR, firstly observed by Barnes and Strachan [11],
are good candidate for transpon studies in tokamaks, as runaway electrons can give
information from the inner plasma. In TEXT sawteeth measured in soft X-ray (SXR) and
hard X-ray is a third method where runaway electrons are involved to characterize magnetic
fluctuations [2].
In this paper runaway diffusion coefficient D r , for TJ-I tokamak has been deduced
using two different methods : In the first one, D r is obtained using the steady state approach
for valúes of the runaway confinement time t r deduced from HXR bremsstrahlung spectra;
in the second method D r is deduced from sawteeth oscillations of HXR flux, and of SXR
intensity, recorded simultaneously. Assuming that magnetic turbulence is responsible for the
runaway electrón tran sport, from D r we can deduce b/B T , the magnetic fluctuations level,
and then infer the thermal conductivity coefficient x e induced by these fluctuations. The
radial energy resolution of runaway electrons allow us to deduce valúes for b/B T and %e at
the plasma edge and at an inner position.
The remainder of this paper is organized as follows ; In the section 2, experimental
set-up and typical experimental results are presented. In section 3 steady state and
perturbalive methods are exposed and transpon parameters D r , b/B T and %e a r e deduced.
Both method are compared with results obtained in TJ-I using other techniques and with
results in other machines. Section 4 contains summary and conclusions.

2-Experimental .
2.1 Set-up
The experiments reponed in this paper have been carried out in the TJ-I tokamak,
R 0 =0.30 m and a=0.10 m. It was operated for this experiment with a plasma current of
around 40 kA, toroidal field B-p^O.8, 1.4] T, and line-averaged electrón density about 1.5 x
ÍO1^ mf•*• The device and diagnostics are described in more detail in reference [12].
Measurements were performed using the following set-up : SXR intensity was
measured along 10 chords, using a fan-like PIN photodiode array, placed on a side port
[13]. SXR spectra were collected using a Si(Li) detector positioned in an equatorial view
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line. The averaged electrón temperature was deduced from them. Pulse height analysis
system was described in reference [14].
HXR flux was detected by 3 Nal (TI) 3 in. x 3 in. scintillators working in current
mode, two of them Pb-shielded located at the equatorial plañe of the machine. The first one
(HX||), placed tangentially to the tokamak axis was collimated in such a way that it was
allowed to "see" radiation from the externa! third of the plasma column and from the toroidal
limiter (a stainless steel-wall). The second one (HXjJ was placed along a radial chord, and
was "seeing" perpendicularly radiation from a cone of plasma and from the wall. The third
detector (HXtot) unshielded, is commonly used as HXR monitor and receives radiation from
all the tokamak. The detectors housed in the tangential and perpendicular shields were used
in pulse height analysis mode (HXPHA) to obtain runaway electrón energy and confinement
time [3]. Energy resolution of 5 keV/ch was obtained using a calibration with a C s ^ 7
source. Photons with energy lower than 50 keV were not detectable. Photon pile-up were
not detected for count rate upper than 5 x 104 count/s that was not exceeded with the used
collimators. An overview of X-ray diagnostics emplacement in TJ-I is represented in figure
1.
All flux signáis were recorded by the standard TJ-I data acquisition system [15] at 80
kHz. Photon spectra acquisition was accomplished using four channel camac modules
LC6810[14].

2.2 Typical runaway behaviour in TJ-I
In the TJ-I discharge, (pulse length ~ 20. ms), HXR flux evolves through three
phases (figure 2a). The first one (0-6 ms) corresponds to runaway production and
acceleration, when the runaway flux to the wall is almost nuil; the second one (máximum
current zone, 5-14 ms) corresponds to continuous generation, acceleration and losses; the
third one to losses and final disruption spike. There can also be a generation and acceleration
step if gas puffing is cut before the end of the discharge, but all the final current will be
mainly carried by runaway electrons as show the SXR intensity spectra, collected along this
type of discharges, where only a few photons are detected during the fall-down part of the
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current. In figure 3 we represent mean electrón temperatures obtained along the discharge
from SXR intensity spectra using a Si(Li) detector [14]. Very few photons were detected in
the last 10 ms, so thermal electrón temperature could not be estimated. Suprathermal tails in
the intensity spectra were observed with valúes of the inverse of the slope about 2-5 keV
[16]. e r valúes were obtained using an Nal (TI) detector in the HXPHA mode, deducing the
runaway energy from the inverse slope of the intensity spectra in each time window (4 ms).
The runaway confinement times t r were deduced using the model which will be reported in
section 3-1. We can see in the figure 3b, for plasma conditions represented in figure 3a, that
runaway confinement time does not have the same behaviour as runaway energy e r , since
along the discharge in TJ-I, V p drops, so Tr increases.
Sawteeth in SXR and HXR signáis with the same period are observed in many
discharges in TJ-I tokamak. We cali At r , "the delay in the time to peak", i.e. the delay
between the beginning of the internal disruption detected in a central SXR detector and the
instant when a peak is detected in the HXR flux oscillation. A similar definition was first
given in [11]. In figures 2a and 2b one of these discharges is illustrated.
SXR sawteeth appear in almost all the discharges, in the first phase of the discharge
with small amplitude (~5%), in the second phase the amplitude varíes in a 10-20%. In the
third phase, SXR radiation does not present a clear sawtooth character. Time repetition of
SXR sawtooth varíes, from 100 to 200 (is, and disruption time from 15-40 (J.s. An extensive
study of sawteeth behaviour in TJ-I tokamak by means of SXR detectors is given in [17].
According to SXR radiation, the inversión radius was about r¡=[2.-3.] cm for B T =[ 1.-1.2]
T, and r¡=[1.3, 2.] cm for BT=1.3 T and BT=1.4 T.
The HXR sawteeth appear in the second phase of the discharge, later than in SXR
signáis. They are clearly detectable during 3-4 ms in the HXy set-up. The relative amplitude
of the oscillations is about 5-10%, generally smaller than those seen in the signature of SXR
detectors. HXR sawteeth have an inverted character in good agreement with observations in
PLT and Pulsator [11]. The delay in the time to peak, Atr, of HXR changes from 30 to 130
|is. In the máximum current zone, Atr is shorter than the repetition time of SXR sawteeth,
and shorter than the time that a SXR sawtooth peak takes to propágate from the inversión
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radius to the last detector (in a few cases when some sawtooth signal is detected at the wall).
After that, spikes in HXR are often observed, but they do not follow SXR sawteeth
frequency any more. In the analyzed discharges MHD activity was not present (figure 2a).
In discharges where sawteeth in the flux (HXtot) and photons from bremsstrahlung
(HXPHA) have been simultaneously recorded the feature of sawtooth signal could be
observed : Each detected photon gave, in the camac module, a digitized pulse which height is
represented in energy in figure 2c. This temporary pulse signal showed no photons in the
fast rising of a sawtooth and photon packages coinciding with the decay slope. Time
between each package was equal to the sawtooth period. When sawteeth disappeared only a
cloud of photons was detected. These events show that during the rising part, electrons with
energies lower than 50 keV, which were not detected by the HXPHA system, were ejected.
In this paper in order to compare measurements from sawteeth and from
bremsstrahlung radiation we report results from a scaling of xr and Atj. with the toroidal
magnetic field B T , obtained in the second phase of TJ-I discharge where plasma current had
its máximum valué L = 40 kA and the loop voltage was VL = 3.5 Vat máximum L .
Electron density was kept fixed : ne = 1.5 x 10

using a proper gas-puffing.

3-Runaway transport results
Two different methods to deduce the diffusion coefficient D r , are used in the
following. Both methods are clearly different in the experimental data as well as in the
models used for their interpretation. In the steady state approach we use results obtained
from the limiter bremsstrahlung radiation spectra, that have to be interpreted in terms of
averaged runaway energy, confinement time and then, of diffusion coefficient. In the
second case the time to peak delay between SXR and HXR fluxes gives us the diffusion
coefficient.

3.1 Confinement time and diffusion coefficient deduced from bremsstrahlung radiation
spectra.
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t r has been deduced using a simple model for generation, acceleration and losses :
HXR spectra have been simulated by calculating the bremsstrahlung radiation caused by
runaway collisions with the background plasma and the limiter. To this aim, electrón
distribution functions are obtained numencally following a simple scheme of deformation of
a maxwellian distribution function : The source of fast electrons is created by those ones that
overeóme the critical velocity and run away from it; the gap left by these electrons is
immediately (into the requilibration time of the bulk, assumed as the colusión time tee)
refilled; this process is repeated during all the acceleration time. Losses are considered
simultaneously : The probability that a runaway born at to is still in the plasma at t is given
by exp((t-to)/x r ) , where t r is a runaway confinement time for these runaways in the
plasma without any previous consideration for driven mechanism for losses generation;
when T r »Tee we obtain a slide away distribution function. The kinetic model that is applied
to obtain the runaway energy has been described in [3,18], and considers electrón
acceleration in a parallel electric field Ey and drag forces due to ion-electron and electrónelectrón collisions as well as impurities. Model input parameters are n e , T e , Zeff, Ey for the
source and t r for the losses. The output valué is the inverse slope of the simulated HXR
spectra^hat we called "runaway average energy" e r . By using more than 100 different
simulations results can be approximated by the following expression :
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where e r is in keV, ne is in cm-3, T c in keV, V L in V and t r in ms.
Input parameters were varied in the following ranges ne=[0.1,1.5] x ÍO1^ m"^, Te=[0.2,0.7]
keV, Zeff =[1.-6.], Vp=[0.5,6.] V, t r =[0.2,10.] x 10"3s. Output e r valúes changes in the
interval [30., 104] keV.
In this model electrons seem to be accelerated longer (xr 1-1 ) than in the free fall case. As in
free fall case runaway energy is almost proportional to V p and the first expression in
parenthesis plays the role of a constant. Comparison of the results obtained by using our
model with the free-fall case were reported in [3]. This scheme has been extended to the
velocity space using a two dimensional polar grid, where each cell corresponds initially to a
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maxwellian distribution function and changes are numerically followed in v¡| and v x [19]. By
fitting the experimental and modelled HXR slopes, xr can be inferred.
To relate runaway confinement time t r and diffusion coefficient D r we consider a
stationary runaway electrón density. From

where S r is the rate production for runaway electrons and n, the density gradient, we obtain
the runaway electrón flux F r :

Therefore the runaway density can be inferred
n

Jr r (r)

t r is then yield by
a

Jnrrdr
r

Tr(a)A r r (a) a >

where A is the área of flux impact on the limiten
Considering D r constant and Sr(r) for TJ-I conditions, calculated from the work by Connor
and Hastíe [20], using constants by Knoepfel and Spong [21], t r can be approximated by

where r SR is the radius for the máximum rate production profile. TJ-I plasma conditions for
this profile during the second phase of plasma were calculated using tokamak parameters
BT=1T, V =4V, Ip=40 kA, and experimental profiles of electrón density and temperature, as
well as profiles of the security factor q and Z re obtained from Thomson scattering data [22].
S r exhibits a máximum valué around a/2. Nevertheless, for these conditions the calculated
runaway density profile is peaked in the plasma centre.
Experimental data for runaway confinement time t r have been obtained under
different operational and plasma conditions, B j (0.8-1.4 T), I p (16-44 kA), V p (2.8-5 V), n e
(0.25-2.5 x 1013 cm-3), T c (0.1-0.7 keV), Zeff (1.75-7.5). The range variation of the results
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for e r is 50 keV to 2000 keV, that gives variation in the confinement time from 0.1 to 2.5
ms. In agreement with the expression (1), xr is insensitive to Zeff and T e , it is also
insensitive to n e for valúes higher than ÍO1^ m' 3 but with some dependence for lower valúes
(ne-°-3).
In this paper we consider results obtained in a sean where only the magnetic toroidal
field had been changed B T = [0.8-1.4] T , plasma current and electrón density were kept
fixed : Ip = 40 kA, ñ e = 1.5 x 1019, the loop voltage valué was VL = 3.5 Vat máximum Ip .
For this kind of discharges xr increases from 0.2 ms to 0.7 ms with B T varying in the range
[1..1.4] T, that can be appreciated in figure 4 as a decreasing for D r from 8 to 4 rrrV 1 . We
shall compare results for D r with those obtained from sawtooth signáis.

3-2. Runaway diffusion coefficient deduced from its sawtoothing behaviour.
If we consider that runaway electrons diffuse radially after each internal crash into the
wall, the simplest model that we can assume is similar to the heat pulse diffusion described
by Soler and Callen [23], where we would consider runaway electrons density instead of
temperature. As we measure runaway at the limiter, considenng plasma column as a cylinder
and nr(a)=0, the runaway diffusion coefficient will be
D r = a 2 /(CteAt r ).

(3)

where Atr is the "time to peak". From [23] we must take Cte=12 for a dipole approximation.
However, considering modification introduced by Fredricson et al. [24] the so-called
constant in the expression (3) for D r will depend on the inversión radius. For the TJ-I
tokamak, the inversión radius zone corresponds to the minimum valué of this dependence
where this constant is equal to 15.
Experimental results for Atr exhibit a clear increasing from 55 to 120 |is in a range of
B T from 1. to 1.4 T (figure 5). It must be noted that in the same plasma conditions, both x r
runaway electrón confinement time and Atr, have the same increasing tendencies.
Experimentally xr is greater than Atr by a factor 3-5, as it can also be deduced from the
expressions (2) and (3). Atr obtained as an increasing dependence with the toroidal magnetic
field was first observed in PLT at low densities (< 3 x 1019m"3)- Measurements done in PLT
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and Pulsator show also that the ratio of delay times is proportional to the square of the ratio
of their minor radii [12]. In our case, this relationship would give valúes of Atr ~ [0.050.3] ms (from PLT) or Atr~ 0.2 ms (from Pulsator, B T =3T). From TEXT [2], the
corresponding Atj. in TJ-I would be -0.1 ms. In figure 5 these valúes are represented as an
extensión of the B T scanning, showing a good agreement with our results, considering that
plasma parameters are different. The electrón densities for PLT data are, in their lower limit,
of the same order as ours. These related results confirm that the dependences on plasma
current and plasma heating are weak.
Like for D r obtained from bremsstrahlung radiation, D r calculated in TJ-I from
sawtooth perturbation using expression (3) vanes from 10 to 5 m^s"1, decreasing with
BT=[1.,1.4] T. This dependence is represented in figure 4. As it can be seen a very good
concordance is obtained from these two different methods. In the sawtooth method, for
Bj= 1.3 and 1.4 T, for which the inversión radii are smaller, a better agreement could
have been obtained taking instead of Cte = 15., its real dependence with rs, since for
r s =[0., 2.]xlO' 2 m, the "constant" increases, so D r should be smaller.
Consequently, comparable results for D r obtained from sawtoothing signáis and
bremss&ahlung radiation point to the fact that those valúes come from an "averaged"
resulting effect along runaway electrón trajectories. The fact that we obtain similar results
shows that even though we are probing plasma in one case with low energy electrons (since
we measure At r ) and in the other one with the high energy ones, the obtained valué of D r is
almost the same. The comparable results for Atj. in other devices confirm this point: if the
runaway diffusion coefficient is the same for all the runaway energy range the magnetic
topology and/or its perturbation is responsible for the averaging process, and runaway are
probes for these possible perturbations.

3-3. Magnetic turbulence and electrón thermal conductivity.
D p given by [25], is related to the magnetic coefficient diffusion by the expression :
D r = Dmvl,Y = qR(b/B T ) 2 v,,Y = Xe Vr/v*

(4)
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Nal(Tl) scintillator and, nevertheless, they contribute to the HXR flux. A less restricted
information could be given by a high purity germanium detector, e) The critical energy for an
electrón to run away, with the máximum rate production in r=a/2 in our cases, is about 3
keV. Considering all these facts we can infer that inner electrons have energies in a low
energy range : [3., 50.] keV. If we relate runaway electrón diffusion with their sensitivity to
inner magnetic perturbations, we can deduce their level range. In figure 6 mean valúes for
b/B T about 5x10"4 decreasing with B T are represented by black points for r=a/2 and q(r)=2.
Error bars represent the incertitude corresponding to the velocity range for the inner magnetic
turbulence indicating that magnetic turbulence increases from the edge to inner minor radii.
For b/B T at the edge, valúes of the order of 10"4 are obtained, in good agreement
with results obtained with magnetic probes presented in [26]. Mean inner valúes for b/B T
are lower than those deduced from measurements of Doppler temperatures of protons and
impurities in TJ-I for 1T, but our upper limit (fig 6) coincides with them in the región around
r=a/2 [27, 28]. In both cases the magnetic fluctuation level decreases with the toroidal
magnetic field. Therefore we can see that magnetic fluctuations increase from the edge to
inner minor radius, as it was observed in Macrotor with probes measurements [29] and in
Tokapole II tokamak [30], as well as in the TJ-I tokamak [31].
Applying expression (4) from b/B T we can infer the thermal electrón conductivity %Q.
For thermal electrón temperature of the order of 350 eV in TJ-I tokamak we obtain, from the
magnetic turbulence levéis at the edge, x e of the order of 0.5-2 m s' 1 decreasing with B j .
For inner magnetic turbulence, %e would be of the order of 5-10 rcvV1. The thermal
conductivity coefficient deduced for the lower energy electrons at Bj=l.T, Xe ~ 6 rrrs

is

of the same order that valúes deduced around r=a/2 from power balance analysis as well as
from a coupled analysis for temperature and density pulses in TJ-I tokamak, corresponding
to an averaged Une density ne~1.5 x 1019 m"3 [17], where almost all runaway electrons have
been generated. This valué is also in accordance with results in TJ-I obtained by the
spectroscopic methods at nc=1.5 x 10 19 m 3 described in [28]. It is shown in reference [17]
that %c increases from 6 to 30 m^s"1 at the edge, while we obtain valúes 10 times lower from
runaway measurements. These results show that just-born runaway electrons and thermal
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ones could be sensitive to similar phenomena well inside the plasma column, namely
magnetic fluctuations in our hypothesis, that would be responsible for the inner anomalous
transport. But for outer radii runaway electrons are sensitive to a mechanism that thermal
ones do not feel any more : runaway electrons get trapped longer by magnetic turbulence,
whereas thermal ones diffuse as it has extensively pointed in [26] due to electrostatic
fluctuations. This picture for runaway electrons had already been described by Fussman [32]
for the sawtoothing behaviour : Runaway electrons are pushed outwards by the internal
disruption to larger radius, where they get stored for a whereas before leaking to the limiten
We should add that runaways with low energy are not able to be trapped in larger radius,
since their drift are of the order or less than the magnetic turbulence size, that make them
diffuse radlally until the wall, while electrons with larger energy, so with larger drift, will
average the perturbation and be confined longer.

4- Conclusions.
Diffusion runaway coefficient has been obtained using two different methods : A
stationary one that use confinement time obtained from HXR bremsstrahlung radiation, and
a pertur-bative one based on the simultaneous observation of sawteeth in soft X-rays and
hard X-rays.
Both methods give similar valúes for D r , in the range of 4 to 10 m 2 s" 1 with a
decreasing dependence on toroidal magnetic field B T . Therefore, D r can be considered as a
average on radius for runaway characteristic.
Results from the time to peak data, Atr, show that measurements are consistent in
different tokamaks, considering the Atr proportíonality to the square of the ratio of the minor
radii [12] and exhibits an increasing behaviour with toroidal magnetic field.
The deduced magnetic fluctuation levéis b/B T are about 10"4, increasing inside the
plasma, and decreasing when increasing toroidal magnetic field. These valúes are consistent
with results from other diagnostics in TJ-I tokamak and in others devices.
The valué deduced for the electrón thermal diffusivity around the middle of minor
radius is consistent with results obtained using different diagnostics. This could be explained
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assuming that the anomalous valué of x e in the inner plasma is due to magnetic fluctuations.
Nevertheless for the plasma edge, the increasing %e cannot be justified by magnetic
turbulence since the deduced valué of %efrom runaway studies are 10 times smaller that
those obtained from power balance or coupled analysis or spectroscopy.
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Figure captions
Figure 1. View of diagnostics position around TJ-I tokamak.

Figure 2.a)Typical TJ-I discharge. Signáis from upper SXR detectors (6,7,8,9,10), from all
HXR detectors, central pick-up coil (MHD), loop voltage and plasma current are
represented. Sawteeth are present along TJ-I discharge.

Figure 2.b) The same TJ-I discharge that in figure 2. a), during the onset of HXR
corresponding to the máximum current zone.

Figure 2.c) Simultaneously with the HXR flux, temporary behaviour of incoming photons
to the Nal(Tl) detector have been recorded in pulse height analysis. Photon packages can be
noted from ~6 to ~9 ms in the discharge, after that a cloud of photons is detected.

Figure 3a. Tipical TJ-I discharge with short gas puffing, producing a runaway plasma at the
end of the discharge.

Figure 3b. Averaged valúes of runaway energy er and confinement time t r are represented
along a TJ-I discharge. Data are obtained from HXR bremsstrahlung radiation using formula
(1) for different toroidal field valúes. e r and t r are averaged over 10 discharges to obtain
enough statistics in 4 ms windows, represented by the horizontal error bars.

Figure 4. Runaway diffusion coefficient D r as a function of B-p obtained from HXR
bremsstrahlung radiation measurements (open circles), and from sawtooth ones (black
circles).

Figure 5. a-Time to peak At,. dependence on B T for TJ-I tokamak and valúes of Atj. for PLT,
Pulsator and TEXT represented for TJ-I conditions, taking into account their scaling with
the square of the ratio of their minor radii.
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Figure 6. Magnetic fluctuation levéis b/B T deduced considering Dr=const from the inversión
radius to the edge. Circles are valúes deduced from sawtooth results for D f .White ones are
valúes at the edge, and black ones are a mean b/B T valué for the considered runaway
velocity range [3, 50] keV. Error bars indicate minimum and máximum valúes in this range.
x symbols represent b/B T levéis deduced from steady state analysis.
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